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in those few cases where the jungle book does include some live action, favreau stated the actors were well-versed in their characters and why it is that they behave as they do.
at the end of the day, the casting is the same everywhere. you can always tell when an actor is on the page and feels what he's playing. when he's not, he seems to stop reading.
he stops being present. he stops feeling his emotion. it's a shame, because they still could have taken more time to develop some of the characters. i'm not saying they didn't,
but i would have liked to have met each of the characters as the story unfolded. i know it wasn't possible, but i think that would have been fantastic for the audience. it's clear
that favreau and his team brought a lot to the table. they improved the script and expanded the narrative. but at the end of the day, the jungle book is a disney musical at heart.
the live action is used to bring the world of the film to life. taking a musical, of any kind, to the stage is fraught with danger. music alone will not make a play work. the plot will
not be as strong. there will be scenes that are not as interesting. you'll have to drive your audience through the curtain and make them forget that the story was ever told in
another way. this is why it's always wise to make sure that you have a good core that has been tested in the rehearsal room. you have to understand where the story is at each
moment. if you are in the middle of a song, you have to know how it changes the story. you have to understand how it affects the ending or the plot.
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that's why they're so important. that's why i think that this is such a film for our time, to be honest. it's about growing up. it's about growing up in a world that's always changing,
and people aren't always who they appear to be, and things aren't always what they seem to be, and one thing that i really, really love about the jungle book is that it's about the

idea of friendship. it's about the idea that if you are a child, and you have a friend, a real, true friend, that will stick by you no matter what happens. -edmonton journal ***the
jungle book is currently playing at the #3 theatre in broadway history.** ***the jungle book is the first disney theatrical presentation of 2017! ***the jungle book is currently
playing at the #3 theatre in broadway history.*** favreau also revealed that while he never saw the original animated film, the jungle book was the primary reason that he

wanted to make the live-action remake. speaking with usa today, he said: this was the story that i wanted to tell because it's the story of a little boy who was lost in the jungle
and is adopted by these animals and becomes friends with them. all of that makes this movie different and special to me. based on rudyard kipling's timeless classic novel,
disney's live-action adaptation of the "jungle book" brings to life rudyard kipling's captivating stories, including "the jungle book," "the second jungle book" and "the birds."
featuring an all-star cast, the film also features an oscar(r)-winning score by michael giacchino, the academy award(r) -winning composer of "up," "ratatouille" and "cars 2."
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